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The Challenge 
You are getting requests left and right for analytics to support the tracking of COVID, supplies, 

ventilators, beds and more across the organization.  You are feeling the pain of: 

• Analytics needs and requests dramatically expanding across the enterprise. Epic is the 

primary source for much of the data and analytics to support dashboards, reporting and 

advanced analytics, but requestors also need ERP data, call center data and supply data. 

• Epic is responding quickly to assist their customers with COVID-19 functionality. This includes 

new dashboards, workflows, and SUs. They are releasing updates daily with new records, 

configuration and functionality and you need understand, configure, release and consume the 

data and new features. 

• Epic is a complex amalgam of 30+ different applications. COVID is impacting not just one 

application, but many including registration, clinics, physicians, and coders. This increases the 

difficulty of effectively enabling enterprise reporting and governance.  

• Epic releases analytics content and therefore definitions and context through a variety of 

platforms to support the myriad of reporting tools supporting Epic. There are more than half-a-

dozen different places to go for documentation on data, reports, analytics, etc. Much of this 

data needs to be read and manually pieced together to provide context to consumers of the 

various reports.  

 

The Solution 
Prominence Advisors is offering 25 hours of free consulting and a free 90-day pilot of Informatica’s 

Axon Data Governance application to provide Epic customers with an enterprise glossary of COVID-

19 terms and data sets that can be consumed across the enterprise. This will provide a single, 

consistent and trustworthy source of truth for terminology and data owners.  

 

Managing the complex and rapidly evolving Epic COVID-19 terminology and ensuring it is 

universally understood and consistently applied across the healthcare enterprise is a data 

governance challenge. Prominence Advisors has deep expertise in data governance 

implementations and best practices, along with detailed knowledge of the Epic application and data 

ecosystem.  

 

Using Informatica’s Axon Data Governance and Enterprise Data Catalog applications, Prominence 
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will implement a set of glossary terms and data sets that can be used as the source of truth across 

the enterprise.  With Informatica Axon configured in this way, healthcare organizations can direct 

users to the right data set and advertise the correct definitions eliminating confusion and wasted 

time and effort back tracing conflicting and incorrectly used data.   

 

• Exposing definitions and stakeholders in Informatica Axon will increase data literacy and 

encourage curation of the terms as COVID-19 evolves.  

• 25 hours of free consulting gets you to production use of a COVID-19 terminology glossary 

implemented in Informatica Axon. 

• Customers may engage Prominence beyond the 25 free hours to expose lineage in 

Informatica Enterprise Data Catalog that will provide context and help enable the correct use 

of data.  

• 90-day free pilot license for Informatica Axon Data Governance and Informatica Enterprise 

Data Catalog deployed on your Azure or AWS for organizations that do not have existing 

licenses.  Prominence would support you during this 90-day period. 

 

What You Can Expect of Prominence 
Our approach is to enable you to more quickly support the usage of standard terms and data sets. 

To do that we will focus on enabling the consumption of your critical dashboards and glossary terms, 

whether that is to support command centers, data scientists or ED staff.  We will bring the following 

things to the engagement: 

• A framework and Axon structure for onboarding critical dashboards and glossary terms for the 

organization, relating Glossary terms, Glossary domains, Data Sets, Systems and Attributes. 

• Standard COVID glossary terms for 

your organization to iterate and 

customize, including: 

o COVID Volumes 

o COVID Labs & Results 

o Visit Volumes 

o Census 

o Ventilator Utilization  

• Expertise and guidance for customizing 

the starter set to fit your organizational 

needs.  

 

Ready to enable your organization? Contact Prominence to setup  

time with Prominence today by contacting  

info@prominenceadvisors.com  

mailto:info@prominenceadvisors.com?subject=COVID-19%20Axon%20Glossary

